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Abstract: This paper focuses on the new users cold-start issue in the context of recommender systems. New users who do not receive pertinent recommendations may abandon the system. In order to cope with this issue, we use active learning techniques. These methods engage the new users to interact with the system by presenting them with a questionnaire that aims to understand their preferences to the related items. Example of questions may include “do you like this book?” and the users answer, “yes”, “no”, ”I have not read it (unknown)”, will reflect the degree of interest for the item by the users. As a consequence, the system can learn the users’ preferences from these answers. The goal of active learning is to correctly choose the questions (items) for users. Thus it is necessary to personalize the questionnaires to retrieve the maximum information by avoiding “unknown” answers. In this paper, we propose an active learning technique that exploits past users’ interests and past users’ predictions in order to identify the best questions to ask.
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1. Introduction

Recommender Systems aim at pre-selecting and presenting first the information in which users might be interested. This has raised the attention of e-commerce applications, where the interests of users are analyzed to predict future purchases and to personalize the offers (a.k.a. items) presented to customers. Recommender systems exploit the current preferences of users and the features of items/users in order to predict their future preference in items. They have demonstrated a great accuracy while predicting the interests of ”warm-users”, i.e. those users whose interests are known. However, they still suffer from cold-start problems, such as the new user cold-start and new item cold-start, also referred to in the literature as “cold-user” and “cold-item” respectively.

Cold-start is the situation in which the recommender system has no or not enough information about the (new) users/items, i.e. their ratings/feedback; hence, the recommendation to users (or of items) are not well performed. On one hand, the item cold-start problem can be alleviated by using the item’s attributes in content-based and hybrid recommendation techniques as this information is easily available; On the other hand, the user cold start is more difficult to deal with since the new user needs to provide his attributes (e.g. age, genre, studies, etc.) and/or expresses his interests in items (i.e. ratings/feedback). However, users are not willing to give much information and/or evaluate many items [1,2].

This issue is commonly encountered in collaborative filtering recommendations as they rely mainly on users’ feedback to predict future users’ interests [3]. Moreover, the recommendations’ accuracy is directly related to the users’ satisfaction and fidelity [1]. New users start evaluating the system from their first usage and this makes the recommendation process a challenge for both
academia and industry [4]. Users may not trust the recommendations given to them and may leave before the system learns and returns proper recommendations.

The current techniques to cope with the new users cold-start are categorized into passive learning and active learning where:

- Passive collaborative filtering techniques learn from sporadic users’ ratings; hence learning new users preferences is slow [5]. Other techniques propose correlations between users and/or items by using the users/items attributes [6], such as content-based [7] and hybrid methods [8]. However, dealing with such features slows down the process and adds complexity and domain dependency.
- Active techniques interact with the new users in order to retrieve small set of ratings that allows to learn the users’ preferences. A naive but extended approach is to question users about their interests and get their answers [9]. Such questions may include: ‘Do you like this movie?’, with possible answers such as: ‘Yes, I do’; ‘No, I do not’; ‘I have not seen it’. In fact, this process can be applied for cold-users in a sign-up process (a.k.a. Standard Interaction Model) or for warm-users (a.k.a. Conversational and Collaborative Model) where users can provided new preferences to the system; hence the system can better learn all users preferences [1].

In this paper we focus on active learning to cope with the new user cold-start issue. Specifically, we study the collaborative filtering based techniques as they (1) have already demonstrated great accuracy for warm users recommendations, (2) allow a fast generation of personalized recommendations to new users, and (3) only require users’ ratings. In fact, it has been demonstrated that few ratings from (new) users are more informative than using users’ attributes making it possible to obtain more accurate recommendations in cold-start situations [10]. As a consequence, we face a very challenging problem based on the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed techniques.

Active learning techniques propose a set of questions and answers to users in the form of a questionnaire. In our context, we refer to the questions as items and to the answers as the users’ preferences to these items. The questionnaires could be batch-oriented (several questions at once) or sequential (the questions are presented one after the other). In addition, the questions can be non-personalized (the same questions are asked to all users, e.g. most sold items), or personalized (the next questions depend on the users’ past answers). However, it was noted that users are not willing to answer many questions [1,2]. Therefore, the main challenge in active learning is to present short but very informative questionnaires with a maximum of 5-7 questions [4]). This maximizes the information retrieved from users and minimizes users’ efforts [11].

The personalization of the questionnaires lead to a progressive understanding of the user’s preferences. In fact, the personalization of the questionnaires is close to a recommender system concept, although the latter seeks the items the user likes and the former seeks the items the user recognizes. In this context, we specifically focus on an optimization of the prediction accuracy, since it is directly linked to users’ satisfaction [1].

Current techniques for personalizing questionnaires in active learning collaborative filtering are based on decision trees. These techniques analyze the available warm users’ ratings in order to find out which items to propose to users. However, their effectiveness in small datasets has not been probed. Moreover, we believe that taking into account warm users’ predictions may enhance these techniques. In this paper, we suggest to exploit both available warm users’ ratings and warm users’ ratings predictions in order to improve the questionnaire. The experimentation shows that our approach enhances previously suggested ones in terms of accuracy and in using a smaller number of questions.

The remaining structure of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the state of the art for active learning using decision trees techniques. Section 3 gives the background and notation used for decision trees. Section 4 presents our contribution to enhance active learning based on past warm users’ rating predictions. Section 5 shows the experimentations performed and the results of our approach. Finally we conclude and present our future works in Section 6.
2. Related Work in Active Learning

Active learning is a data acquisition method that not only helps the system to learn cold users’ preferences, but also lets warm users clarify and better express their preferences. Thus, the user is more self-conscious about his own preferences while the system continuously presents and discovers new items for the user. This represents a large exploration/exploitation challenge in recommender systems [6] and this will not be discussed further in this paper.

Active learning proposes to the (new) user to fill-out a questionnaire that will retrieve the first user’s preferences. The questions are simple and possible answers are limited. For instance a simple answer to the question ‘Do you like this movie?’ could be ‘Yes, I do like’; ‘No, I do not like’; ‘I have not seen it’. Furthermore, a ‘Rating Stars’ for the question ‘Can you rate this book?’ could be ‘I hate it (1 star)’; ‘I do not like it (2 stars)’; ‘It is acceptable (3 stars)’; ‘I like it (4 stars)’; ‘I love it (5 stars)’; ‘I have not read it’. Figure 1 represents a similar example.

As it can be noticed, the type of questions and answers represent a cost for the user. Therefore, there is a qualitative/quantitative trade-off in questionnaires: short number of questions and short number of answer’s choices lead into a quick filling of questionnaires, but the information retrieved could be not enough to understand new users’ preferences, whereas large questionnaires with multiple answer’s choices may challenge users’ willingness to fill (e.g. boring, too much rating debate, etc.). The personalization of the active learning aims to reduce the users’ effort and to maximize the system’s learning process for the effectiveness of the questionnaire [12].

In this research, we give a global related work of active learning, and we focus on active learning techniques in the domain of collaborative filtering recommendations, particularly those using decision trees as: (1) the sequential question paradigm allows a good personalization of the questionnaire [2], and (2) they aim to well profile a new user by asking as less questions as possible [4].

2.1. Personalization of questionnaires and strategies in active learning

The personalization of the questionnaire increases the information retrieved from users. Randomly selected candidate items (questions) are possibly not recognized by the new users. The static non personalized questionnaires show always the same candidate items regardless the user (eg. most sold items), and hence the evolution of her tastes is not well captured. Personalized questionnaires alleviate these drawbacks. On the contrary, they may carry out a waiting time between questions [13], and the users are not willing to wait. Thus, the ideal questionnaire may intelligently present personalized candidate items and be fast to react to answers.

Active learning techniques have one or many strategies to pick up adequate candidate items. Some of them are given below and for a more detailed classification of these criterion strategies please refer to [2,9]:

- Popularity, Variance and Coverage. Most popular items tend to have higher number of ratings, and thus they are more recognized. Popularity-based questionnaires increase the "ratability" [14].

![Figure 1. Example of candidate items and close-form show to users.](image-url)
of candidate items in order to obtain a larger number of feedbacks, although very particular
interests of new user preferences, out of popular items, are not captured. In addition, items
with low rating variances are less informative. Thus, variance-based questionnaires show
the uncertainty of the system about the prediction of an item [15]. In addition, the item’s
coverage (i.e. number of users related to this item) can lead to creating interesting ratings’
correlation patterns between users.

- Entropy. This strategy uses information theories, such as the Shannon’s Theory [16], to measure
  the dispersion of items ratings and hence to evaluate items informativeness. This technique
tends to select rarely known items. In addition, entropy and popularity are correlated, and
they are very influenced by the users’ ratability (capacity of users to know/rate the proposed
items) [9].

- Optimization. The system selects the items from those new feedbacks that may improve
  the prediction error rate, such as MAE or RMSE. Indeed, this is a very important aspect in
recommender systems since error reduction is directly related to users’ satisfaction [1]. Other
strategies may focus on the influence of queried item evaluations (influence based [17]), the user
partitioning generated by these evaluations (user clustering [18], decision trees [19]) or simply
analyze the impact of the given rating for future predictions (impact analysis [20]).

Three very well known non-personalized and batch-oriented strategies are: (1) Entropy0 relaxes
the entropy constraints by supposing that unknown ratings are ratings equal to ‘0’ (changing a 1-5
rating scale to 0-5 rating scale), hence a high frequency of ‘0’ tends to decrease the entropy, (2) “LPE”
(Logarithmic Popularity Entropy) chooses candidate items regarding their popularity and rating
entropy [9], and (3) “HELP” (Harmonic Entropy Logarithmic Frequency) balances the entropy of
candidate items against the frequency of rating repetitions [18]. However, the need of personalization
in questionnaires has changed batch-oriented into sequential-oriented based questionnaires. This
evolution is shown in [13] [21] [22] [23] [24]. In these papers, the authors have explained
the importance of rapid online questionnaires and the ratability factor over candidate items in order
to capture the users preferences. In the next section we focus on personalized questionnaires only.

2.2. Active Learning for Collaborative Filtering

The first appearance of active learning for new users cold-start was in [25], although the first step
for creating sequential personalized questionnaires was suggested in [11]. In this paper, the authors
enhance a similar approach in [26] by assuming that users may not be able to rate presented items
and thus relaxing the initial assumptions. They suggested a probabilistic collaborative filtering that
uses bayesian networks to learn the candidate items entropy. The candidate items are presented
sequentially and the whole model is re-according to past answers. However, these models
do not perform well in on-line questionnaires because questions’ answers lead into a time-consuming
model update. In [13] this idea was extended by questioning only the most popular items. This
reduces the number of items to focus on and results in faster models. In [21] they applied active
learning for matrix factorization. They argue that solving the new user cold-start is an optimization
problem, which explores the latent space given by the matrix factorization to get new users
parameters, then it exploits and adjusts these users parameters. Recomputing the whole matrix with
each new rating is not tractable, and hence they propose a fast-online updating [27] after each answer.

One technique that is very meaningful in active learning is user partitioning. It allows to group
users of similar tastes into clusters or nodes, and then tries to find out to which group the new
user belongs to. In [18] the authors assumed that finding the correct users neighbors will improve
the information gain of the questions presented to users. They presented the Information Gain
through Clustered Neighbors (IGCN) algorithm to adjust the entropy of the items by taking into
account only those users who match with the new user’s profile.

In [4] the authors use non supervised ternary decision trees to model the questionnaire.
The decision trees are built off-line to be completely available for new users that receive the questions
sequentially. To move to a new question they answer the current one by clicking on one of the three possible answers (‘like’, ‘hate’ and ‘unknown’). The users’ answers lead to a different child node of the ternary decision trees. This creates a personalized tree path that depends on the past users’ answers. On the other hand, this technique uses a collaborative filtering approach to build the decision trees. Using available users’ ratings, they seek the best discriminative item in order to split the population of users into three nodes (users who liked, those who hated and those who do not know this item). The best item is the one which minimizes a statistical error within the users’ ratings of the node. In order to evaluate the performance of the tree, the authors add labels to the candidate items by using the item average prediction method and demonstrated that their technique improves the accuracy of the system.

More recent research seems to focus on decision trees to handle questionnaires and on matrix factorization as a prediction model. The authors in [12] suggest to integrate decision trees construction into the matrix factorization model. They call it "Functional Matrix Factorization". The first step is to learn about the underlying item feature vectors. In the second step, the users are defined as ratings’ vectors and one function maps these users into an underlying users features vector. This function is responsible for creating a ternary decision tree (‘like’, ‘dislike’, ‘unknown’). Hence, matrix factorization is applied to learn both function and items-features through an iterative alternating minimization process, which is performed in each node of the three. In [28], the authors claim that [12] is computationally too expensive. On the contrary, they suggested incorporating the matrix factorization into decision trees. They first build the decision tree as in [4]. Each node represents an item with an associated rating prediction label. The goal of the matrix factorization is to improve this label. Indeed, they train one matrix factorization model for each level of the tree, and aggregate users within the nodes into a pseudo-user for whom a prediction about the candidate item in the node is performed. This new predicted label replaces the last one.

Very recently, in [29] the authors assume that warm users can be thought as new users from whom some ratings are known. Thus, this is seen as a supervised decision trees which internally reduces the accuracy of the technique by picking the best discriminative items. Moreover, they split the tree nodes into six, a 1-5 natural scale rating and an unknown node. This technique improves [4], and is later enhanced by (1) taking into account the most popular items only [13], and (2) using matrix factorization to improve the prediction labels assigned to the tree nodes [28].

The approaches in [4,29] use the big but not available Netflix dataset [30]. However, these approaches are not tested on smaller datasets, especially in terms of the number of users/ratings. In fact, a low number of users and ratings may produce an early pruning of some branches of the tree. Moreover, early nodes with less data reduce the accuracy of the item’s average method and the discriminative items choice.

3. Background and Notation

The goal of decision trees in active learning is to split the users’ population in groups of users’ preferences. Thus, the users within the same tree’s node tend to share similar preferences. By going deeper inside the tree, these groups are refined and preferences are better detected. These techniques in a collaborative filtering context have only access to the available users/items feedback, i.e. ratings. As a consequence, they aim to find out the discriminative items that, in each node of the tree, efficiently split the users’ population depending on the users’ feedback to these items.

This idea is very useful to use with the new users cold start. One node is represented by one question about the discriminative item, e.g. ‘Do you like this movie?’. The answers are the possible feedback of the new user to this item, e.g. ‘like’, ‘dislike’ and ‘unknown’. Every answer leads to a different question. Therefore, when new users fill-out the questionnaire, they are indeed following a personalized path which tries to detect to which group of users’ preferences they match the best.

In this paper we will use the following notation for active learning using decision trees algorithms. Formally, let $R$ be the available ratings. The rating of a user $u$ in an item $i$ is defined
by $r_{u,i} \in R$. In addition, let $t$ be a node in the decision trees. We define $U_t$, $I_t$, and $R_t$ as the set of (warm) users, items and ratings currently in the node $t$. Furthermore, $R_t(u)$ and $R_t(i)$ are ratings of the user $u$ and item $i$ in the node $t$. In addition, our main contribution exploits the predictions over the existing $R$. Thus, we define $P$ as the predicted set of $R$, so that for each $r_{u,i} \in R$ there is a prediction $p_{u,i} \in P$. The set $P$ is computed by using collaborative filtering techniques, e.g. matrix factorization. Highlight that the number of users, items, and entries in $R$ and $P$ are the same. Particularly, we do not aim to predict sparse values or not known ratings from all possible entry combinations of $U_t$, $I_t$. Finally, $P_t$ is the set of predictions currently in the node $t$, and $P_t(u)$ and $P_t(i)$ are the set of users and items predictions in the node $t$. Table 1 resumes these notations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Set of ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Set of predictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{u,i}$</td>
<td>Rating of user $u$ in item $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{u,i}$</td>
<td>Predicted rating of user $u$ in item $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Current node of the tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_t$</td>
<td>Set of ratings in node $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_t$</td>
<td>Set of predictions in node $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_t$</td>
<td>Set of users in node $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_t$</td>
<td>Set of items in node $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_t(u)$</td>
<td>Set of user’s ratings in node $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_t(i)$</td>
<td>Set of item’s ratings in node $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_t(u)$</td>
<td>Set of user’s predictions in node $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_t(i)$</td>
<td>Set of item’s predictions in node $t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Active Learning Decision Trees

This section introduces our contribution. We suggest exploiting not only the available ratings from warm users, but also the predictions made by collaborative filtering algorithms over these available ratings. We first give some considerations to decision trees for small datasets as long as the current state of the art has not been tested in these environments. Second, we illustrate our core idea using a real use-case for a better discussion and understanding. We use two datasets from MovieLens ¹. Besides, we show the properties of the Netflix dataset [30] for datasets’ size comparisons. These datasets are later used in Section 5 to evaluate our approach and their properties are given in Table 3. Third, we present the techniques and algorithms for decision trees in non supervised and supervised techniques. In addition, a complexity analysis of our algorithms is provided.

4.1. Decision Trees in small datasets

The active learning in collaborative filtering is more challenging in small datasets since there is less data to make correlations with. Particularly, we discuss the concentration of ratings and users in the nodes of the tree in three co-related aspects: (1) the number of child nodes in a tree, (2) the number of ratings in a node, and (3) the number of users in a node. We do not strictly address this, although as it will be shown in the experimentation phase, we improve the current approaches under this context as well.

¹ http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
The number of child nodes in which the current node \( t \) is split plays an important role in small datasets. In big datasets, using a large scale of answers may yield to a better accuracy while classifying users’ preferences. The large number of users in the dataset is split among all child nodes. Moreover, the less informative node, the group for ‘unknown’ is always the most populated due to the sparse nature of datasets [4]. As a consequence, the tree child nodes containing small number of users tend to be pruned faster. In addition, less populated nodes may result in an unstable performance since there is not much data to correlate. In datasets with less number of users we suggest using short scale answers, such as ‘like’, ‘dislike’ and ‘unknown’. This allows to aggregate users into the same node to ensure the usefulness of the tree.

Moreover, the number of ratings in a tree node helps the system to analyse current items, to find out the best discriminative items and to assign a prediction label to them. This factor is used in [4] as a stopping criteria. The authors claim that there is a very little gain in going further in analyzing nodes with few ratings. Nevertheless, we consider that the number of users should be taken into considerations as well. The number of ratings in a node is directly related to the number of users in this node. This is important in the field of recommender systems since users’ preferences with higher number of ratings are better detected. On the contrary, having less number of ratings per user may lead to a bad understanding of users’ preferences. In decision trees, nodes containing few users but many ratings perform better in preference detection than nodes containing many users with fewer ratings. As a result, taking into account ratings only may yield to unstable performances in small datasets.

4.2. Warm users predictions in decision trees

Users are not willing to rate too many items. Hence, the main challenge of active learning is to learn the (new) users’ preferences as soon as possible by creating a short but informative questionnaire. In this section we explain the core of our contribution which is to use the prediction of available ratings to enhance active learning using decision trees.

Current decision trees techniques exploit only the available ratings in \( R \) in order to (1) find the discriminative items, (2) split the users’ population, and (3) compute predictions over the candidate items. For instance, let us fix the decision trees analysis into the node \( t \). These techniques iterate among items in \( I_t \) and analyze their impact in \( R_t \). This impact is typically measured by associating an error when splitting users using their preferences to these candidate items. The goal is to find out, for each node of the tree, the best discriminative item that optimizes this error.

In addition, these techniques use a simple item prediction method based on the “item rating average” in order to evaluate a prediction accuracy and to compute prediction labels for candidate items.
Table 2. Statistics for available ratings and matrix factorization predictions. MF1 and MF2 denote predictions over Movielens 1M and Movielens 10M, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>MovieLens 1M</th>
<th>MF1</th>
<th>MovieLens 10M</th>
<th>MF2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Quartile</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Quartile</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Collaborative filtering methods are very accurate for recommending items to users by replicating the users' rating behavior. As a consequence, they are good as well in guessing the average prediction of users, items, and in general the average rating value of the dataset. We illustrate this by using a real use-case. We perform the matrix factorization (MF) predictions over the Movielens 1M dataset in Table 3 to obtain the predicted values $P$ for $R$. Table 2 summarizes statistics over $R$ and $P$. One can see how close the statistic values such as the mean and quartiles between the available ratings and the predicted ratings are.

In addition, we want to go further by considering different users’ populations. We compare the performance of three different predictors: (1) the item rating average (Item-Avg), (2) the matrix factorization (MF), and (3) the matrix factorization average (MF-Avg). The first sets the item’s rating average as the item’s prediction. The second decomposes a matrix $R$ into two random matrices in such a way that the multiplication of both matrices gives approximately the original $R$ [31]. The third uses a matrix of predictions over available ratings given by the matrix factorization to set the item’s prediction average as the item’s prediction. Our goal is to show that (1) as demonstrated, the matrix factorization performs better in terms of accuracy than the item rating average method, and (2) the item prediction average predictions are close to the item rating average predictions.

This analysis is performed as follows. First, we obtain $P$ by performing the matrix factorization over the available $R$. Second, we count the number of ratings per user and we divide the users into groups; users having less than 50 ratings, less than 100 ratings, etc. Highlight that these groups are incremental and thus one user may belong to more than one group. For each of these groups,
the users' ratings and the corresponding users' predictions are taken from $R$ and $P$ into separated sets $R'$ and $P'$. Third, we evaluate the performance of predictions in $P'$ by computing the root mean square error (RMSE). Moreover, we perform the item rating average over $R'$, and item prediction average (MF-Avg) over $P'$, in order to observe their performance as well. The results are given in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). As expected, MF outperforms the item rating average method. In addition, we observed that MF-Avg attempts to imitate the behavior of the item rating average method. Hence, the item prediction average is also an acceptable predictor regarding the item rating average. In fact, one can observe that item rating average and item prediction average are closer while dealing with more users and ratings. This behavior is perfect in decision trees since the top of the tree is more populated by users and ratings. On the contrary, they diverge while dealing with less users and ratings. This means the accuracy in larger decision trees will decrease. As long as active learning aims to create short questionnaires, this will not a great impact on our approach.

4.3. The decision trees algorithms

This sections presents the algorithms used to develop our approaches for decision trees. We can apply our contribution to non supervised and supervised decision trees techniques. Their main drawback is the heavy analysis needed to find out the best discriminative item. For instance, given the current node $t$, these techniques iterate over all candidate items $i \in I_t$ by analyzing users' ratings on $i$. The users populations are then grouped into users who rated item $i$ and users who did not. Typically, the latter is more populated due to the sparse nature of the available dataset. Furthermore, the users who rated item $i$ can be grouped into further categorizations, e.g. users who liked/hated, or who rated '1, 2, 3, 4, 5'. Then, the population of users in these nodes, and their ratings, are used to evaluate the performance of choosing $i$ as one discriminative item of $R_t$.

The difference between supervised and non-supervised approaches is that the former assumes that warm-users can be considered as cold-user from which some ratings are known, and hence, the known users' ratings can be used to validate the technique. As a consequence, it is possible to compute an error based on the prediction accuracy, such as RMSE. On the contrary, since non supervised techniques do not have any validation, they compute a statistical error based on the available ratings in the node. Nevertheless, in both approaches a validation is not possible in the 'unknown' nodes, since by definition, there is no rating label for these users to this item. As
a consequence, the statistical error is mandatory in this case. Our approach uses similar statistics as [4].

4.3.1. Non Supervised Decision Trees for Active Learning

In [4], the authors define a set of statistics and an internal error using these statistics to find out the best discriminative item. In this approach, the best item is the one which reduces this error. In addition, as long as the tree nodes contain many ratings, they use the item rating average method to compute item label predictions for items.

We suggest to use the predictions $P$ over the available ratings in $R$ in order to enhance this technique. Formally, given the node $t$, there are ratings $r_{u,i} \in R_t$ so that $u \in U_t$ and $i \in I_t$. In addition, for each rating $r_{u,i}$ there is an associated prediction $p_{u,i} \in P_t$. The goal is to find out, among all candidate items $j \in I_t$, the best discriminative item $i^*$. To do that, we compare the current state of the node $t$ to the impact of picking $j$ as discriminative item, as explained below.

The current status of the node $j$ is given by all the items’ ratings in $P_t$. The properties of this status are given by the statistics presented in 1, which consider separately all items in the node. This allows to glimpse a current state error as 2, which is indeed the error contribution of every item $j$ in the node $t$: $e^2(t)_j = \sum u \in U_t \cap P(t) p_{u,j} - (\sum (u \in U_t \cap P(t)))^2 / n(t)_j$.

$$\forall j \in I - i : \quad \text{sum}(t)_j = \sum_{u \in U_t \cap P(t)} p_{u,j}$$

$$\sum^2(t)_j = \sum_{u \in U_t \cap P(t)} p_{u,j}$$

$$n(t)_j = | u \in U_t \cap P(t) |$$

$$e^2(t) = \sum_j \sum^2(t)_j - (\sum (t)_j)^2 / n(t)_j$$

We then look for the best candidate item that minimizes this current error. Thus, we analyze the impact of every item $j$ within this node $t$ and the child nodes. We first suppose that $j$ is a discriminative item and we split $U_t$ into 3 childs: $tL$ for users who liked $j$ ($r_{u,i} \geq 4$), $tD$ for users who did not like ($r_{u,i} \leq 4$) and $tU$ for users who do not know the item (absence of rating). Highlight that we use $R_t$ to split the users’ population. In addition, we delete the presence of discriminative item ratings in child nodes. As a consequence, one has 3 rating subsets $R_{tL}$, $R_{tD}$ and $R_{tU}$ in child nodes $U_{tL}$, $U_{tD}$ and $U_{tU}$, respectively. The impact of picking $j$ as candidate item is given by the error of these three nodes: $Err_t(j) = e^2(tL) + e^2(tD) + e^2(tU)$. This means that one evaluates the status of the given child nodes by using the Equation 2 and associated subsets $P_{tL}$, $P_{tD}$ and $P_{tU}$. However, the number of users in the unknown node $tU$ is normally much larger than in other groups, and hence, the computation is heavier in this node. To avoid this, it is possible to deduce statistics for $tU$ from the node $t$ and the other child nodes $tL$ and $tD$, as follows:

$$\text{sum}(t_u)_j = \text{sum}(t)_j - \text{sum}(t_L)_j - \text{sum}(t_D)_j$$

$$\sum^2(t_u)_j = \sum^2(t)_j - \sum^2(t_L)_j - \sum^2(t_D)_j$$

$$n(t_u)_j = n(t)_j - n(t_L)_j - n(t_D)_j$$

By doing this analysis with every candidate item $j \in I_t$, one obtains an associated impact $Err_t(j)$. The discriminative item is the one which minimizes such error, $i^* = \arg\min_j Err_t(j)$, and then it is used as the real splitter to continue the construction of the tree in lower levels.
Algorithm 1: Non-supervised decision tree algorithm

```plaintext
1: function BUILDDECISIONTREE(R, P, currentTreeLevel)
2:     for rating rui in R do
3:         accumulate statistics for i in node t using pui
4:     end for
5:     for candidate item j in Ii do
6:         if rui in Pj then
7:             split Ui into 3 child nodes based on j
8:         end if
9:     end for
10:     for rating pui in Pj do
11:         accumulate statistics for i in node t − child using pui
12:     end for
13:     end for
14:     derive statistics for j in node t from the tL and tD statistics
15:     candidate error: e_r(j) = eL(j) + eD(j) + eUt(j)
16:     end for
17:     if currentTreeLevel ≤ maxTreeLevel then
18:         compute p_ri by using item prediction average
19:         create 3 child nodes Uj−child based on i* ratings
20:         for child in child nodes do
21:             accumulate statistics for i* in node t
22:         end for
23:         BuildDecisionTree(Rj−child, Pj−child, currentTreeLevel + 1)
24:     end if
25:     return i*
26: end function
```

Finally, once the discriminative item is chosen, the prediction label associated to the tree is given by the item prediction average, i.e. average value of $P_t(i^*)$.

This approach is similar to [4], with two major differences. First, the available ratings are only used to split the population of users. As a consequence, the statistics and the items predictions are computed by using the proposed set of predictions $P$. Second, once a discriminative item is chosen in a parent node it does not pass to the child nodes. This is done for two reasons: (1) to avoid choosing the same item, and hence, to avoid to pose twice the same question to the same user, and (2) to delete the influence of the items’ ratings in the child nodes. In fact, one can avoid choosing an item without deleting their ratings as done in [4]. Algorithm 1 shows this approach.

4.3.2. Supervised Decision Trees for Active Learning

In [29], the authors suggested using warm-users as cold-users from whom some interests are known. This assumption allows to create a supervised decision trees where some labels are known for validation purposes.

We again suggest to use the predictions $P$ over the available ratings in $R$ in order to enhance this technique. Given the current node $t$, there are warm users in $U_t$ who have ratings in $R_t$ and predictions in $P_t$. This technique considers warm users as cold-users from whom some ratings are known. Thus, we split the users ratings into training ratings $R_{t-train}$ and validation ratings $R_{t-validation}$. The former represents the interests of the warm users. The latter are the items labels given when considered as cold-users. Note that we consider the perfect case where a user $u$ and and item $j$ and in $U_{t-train}$, $U_{t-validation}$ and $I_{t-train}$, $I_{t-validation}$ respectively. As long as for each rating $r_{u,j}$ there is an associated prediction $p_{u,j} \in P_t$ it is possible to obtain $P_{t-train}$ as well.

As a result, the current node $t$ contains ratings in $R_{t-train}$, predictions in $P_{t-train}$, and ratings for validation purposes in $R_{t-validation}$. The goal is to find out, among all candidate items $j \in I_t$, the best discriminative item $i^*$. To do that, we compare the current state of the node $t$ to the impact of picking $j$ as discriminative item as explained below.

On the one hand, the state of the node $t$ is given by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which computes the squared difference between current predictions and real observed ratings. Predictions are computed by using the “item prediction average” method over $P_{t-train}$. Observed ratings are taken from $R_{t-validation}$. Therefore, each user $u \in U_t$ is associated to one error $RMSE_u$. The current error in the node is the sum of all user’s errors. On the other hand, we look for the best candidate item that minimizes this current error. Thus, we analyze the impact of every item $j$ within this node $t$ and the child nodes. We first suppose that $j$ is a discriminative item and we split $U_t$ into 3 childs: $tL$ for users
who liked \( j \) \((r_{uj} \geq 4)\), \( \delta \) for users who did not like \((r_{uj} \leq 4)\) and \( tU \) for users who do not know the item (absence of rating). Highlight that we use \( R_{t-training} \) to split the users’ population. In addition, we delete the presence of discriminative item ratings in child nodes. As a consequence, one has 3 rating subsets \( R_{t-training-L}, R_{t-training-D} \) and \( R_{t-training-U} \) in child nodes \( U_{t-training-L}, U_{t-training-D} \) and \( U_{t-training-U} \), respectively. Hence, it is possible to compute the state of the child nodes as it was performed before. This creates a second user error, \( \text{RMSE2}_u \). The impact of picking \( j \) as candidate item for the user \( u \) is \( \Delta_{uj} = \text{RMSE1}_u - \text{RMSE2}_u \). Thus the impact of picking \( j \) as candidate item for the node \( t \) is given by the sum aggregation of all impacts of \( j \) for all user \( u \) in \( D \). The number of candidate items to analyze can be very large. We take into account only the 200 most popular items, as done in [29]. This yields in very acceptable accuracy and a great reduction in the time analysis.

Therefore, after the analysis of all users and candidate items, the item in \( R_{t-training} \) associated to a higher overall impact is picked as discriminative item \( i^* \), since the maximum value here means a higher error difference. Finally, the predicted label for this discriminative items is given by the item prediction average over current node \( P_i \).

This approach is similar to [29], with two major differences: (1) \( P \) is used to validate the approach, and to obtain items label for the chosen discriminative items, and (2) we split the nodes into 3 child nodes (‘like’, ‘dislike’, ‘unknown’) rather than 6. This warrants a minimum number of users in child nodes to avoid fast pruning in small datasets. Algorithm 2 shows this approach.

4.4. Complexity of the algorithm and Time analysis

The complexity of our approaches for non-supervised decision trees and supervised decision trees is very similar to [4,29]. In fact, despite some differences in the way of computing the error that needs to be improved, these algorithms follow a similar procedure. The complexity of splitting the users in node \( t \) is \( O(\sum_{u \in U_t} |R_t(u)|^2) \), and thus, for all the nodes in the same level we use \( O(\sum_{u \in U} |R(u)|^2) \). As a consequence, the complexity to build a tree of \( N \) questions is \( O(N^2 \sum_{u \in U} |R(u)|^2) \). In fact, adding the prediction set \( P \) does not affect the complexity of the algorithms, although, it does affect the memory footprint of the approaches. Considering that ratings \( R \) and predictions \( P \) sets are coded equally, our approach consumes double of the memory size to store the set \( P \). In addition, extra runtime is required to split both \( R \) and \( P \) accordingly.

The time-consumption of the algorithms is similar as well. A little extra time is needed in our approaches in order to deal with the split of the prediction in \( P \). In addition, in comparison to [29] our supervised approach is faster due to the reduced number of child nodes.

---

**Algorithm 2** Supervised decision tree algorithm

```plaintext
 Algorithm 2: Supervised decision tree algorithm

function BUILDDECISIONTREE(U_t, R_t-training, R_t-validation, P_i, currentTreeLevel)
  for user u ∈ U_t do
    compute RMSE1_u on R_t-validation(u) and P_i(u)
  end for
  for candidate item j from R_t-training do
    split U_t into 3 child nodes based on j
  end for
  for user u ∈ U_t do
    find the child node where u has moved into
    compute RMSE1_u on R_t-validation(u) and P_i(u)
  end for
  \( \delta = \sum_{i\in\text{discriminative item}} \Delta_{ui} \)
  if currentTreeLevel < maxTreeLevel and \( \delta > 0 \) then
    create 3 child nodes U_t-child based on on \( \Delta_{ui} \) ratings
    for child in child nodes do
      exclude \( t \) from R_{child}
      BUILDDECISIONTREE(U_{t-child}, R_{t-child-training}, R_{t-child-validation}, P_{i-child}, currentTreeLevel + 1)
    end for
  end if
  return \( t^* \)
end function
```
Table 3. Properties of different movie datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>MovieLens1M</th>
<th>MovieLens10M</th>
<th>Netflix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>6040</td>
<td>71567</td>
<td>480000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>3900</td>
<td>10681</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratings</td>
<td>1 million</td>
<td>10 millions</td>
<td>100 millions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparsity</td>
<td>0.042%</td>
<td>1.308%</td>
<td>1.225%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Integer 1-5</td>
<td>1-5 by 0.5</td>
<td>Integer 1-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Experimentation

The goal of our experimentation is two-fold (i) to present the behaviour of current techniques in smaller datasets and (ii) to show the performance of our presented approach. Recent techniques have presented their results using Netflix dataset. However, this dataset is no longer available for research. Hence, we use two versions of the Movielens dataset. Table 3 describes the properties of these datasets.

Since our approach considers external techniques prediction as a new source, in order to build our decision trees we use matrix factorization [31] due to its accuracy. We compare our approach in non supervised decision trees, as in [4], and in supervised decision trees, as in [29]. The latter will not be largely explained due to a lack of space.

The technique in [4], denoted “Golbandi”, uses two parameters: bias overfitting \( \lambda_1 \) and rating overfitting \( \lambda_2 \). We set empirically these parameters to \( \lambda_1 = 7 \) and \( \lambda_2 = 200 \). The technique in [29], denoted “Karimi”, uses a rating overfitting parameter \( \lambda_2 \). Our approaches are identified as “Pozo Non Supervised” and “Pozo Supervised”, and they do not contain any parameters, which represents an advantage in comparison to the state of the art.

As long as non supervised decision trees and supervised decision trees require different settings, we explain these experimentations separately. In order to compare the approaches we use the RMSE metric oriented to users, which measures the squared difference between the real ratings and the predicted ratings:

\[
RMSE_u = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum (r_{u,i} - p_i)^2}
\]

Where \( N \) is the number of ratings of the user \( u \), \( p_i \) is the predicted label value of the candidate item in the question node and \( r_{u,i} \) is the real rating of the user \( u \) for the item \( i \). Hence, the evaluation of the error in one question is the average of the users error in this question number. As a consequence, for this metric the lower is the better.

Knowing that the experimentation may depend on the split of the dataset, we run it 50 times and then used the mean value of the RMSE. We use this process to evaluate the performance for the MovieLens 1M and MovieLens 10M.

5.1. Non supervised decision trees

The experimentation carried out in [4] splits the datasets into 90% training set, \( D_{\text{train}} \) and 10% test set, \( D_{\text{test}} \). However, this is not a real cold-start context since the same user may appear in both training and test set. We suggest a real cold-start situation. We split the set of users in the datasets into 90% training set, \( U_{\text{train}} \) and 10% test set, \( U_{\text{test}} \). Hence, the users in the training set help to build the decision trees and the users in the test set are considered as new user to evaluate the performance of the approach.

The process we have followed to run this experimentation is as follows. First we split the dataset into \( U_{\text{train}} \) and \( U_{\text{test}} \). Second, we compute the collaborative filtering algorithms over ratings \( R \) in \( U_{\text{train}} \) and we extract the associated predictions \( P \). Third, we train the approach of “Golbandi” by
using $U_{train}$. Our approach is trained by using both ratings in training set $R$ and the prediction of the training set $P$. Finally, the performance of the decision trees is evaluated by using the test set $U_{test}$. The users in this set are used to answer the questions. If the item is known, we compute the RMSE associated to this answer and this question. Then, the user answers a new question. At the end, we compute the average of the accumulated nodes RMSE.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the results (the mean point values and tendency curves) of this experimentation for MovieLens 1M dataset and MovieLens 10M dataset respectively.

Our approach achieves a lower error with less number of questions. This matches with the needs of active learning; short but very informative questionnaires. This is possible due to the higher accuracy of the matrix factorization. In addition, we notice that the approaches tend to an asymptotic behavior in both Movielens datasets. This corresponds to a case in which users are very profiled, and further knowledge is complicate to extract.

Furthermore, it is interesting to comment the particularity in Figure 4(b). “Golbandi” slowly decreases the error and starts finding the asymptote behavior at question 11. Our approach gives very informative questions at the beginning, making the error to decrease very fast. Further than question 4, our approach proposes less informative questions and thus the error slightly increases between the questions 6 and 8. The algorithm is looking for new more informative questions than before, what makes the error decreases again from questions 9, and to slowly meet the asymptote.

5.2. Supervised decision trees

The experimentation carried out in [29] use a 4-fold set to evaluate their dataset. The Netflix dataset is already split into 90% training set, $D_{train}$, 10% test set, $D_{test}$. In order to evaluate their technique in cold-start situations, they merge both sets and split the result into 75% user training set, $U_{train}$ and 25% user test set $U_{test}$, where users in one set are not present in the other. Then, they cross these 4 sets to create their own settings environment. To train the decision trees they intersect $D_{train}$ and $U_{train}$ to get a training set $R_{train}$. They use the intersection of $D_{test}$ and $U_{train}$ to obtain the validation set $R_{validation}$. To evaluate the technique, they use the intersection of $D_{train}$ and $U_{test}$ as the answer set $R_{answer}$, whereas the intersection of $D_{test}$ and $U_{test}$ is the performance set $R_{performance}$ used to evaluate the RMSE performance of the technique.
"Karimi" chose these experimentation settings in order to publish and compare results using the pre-defined $D_{train}$ and $D_{test}$ Netflix dataset. In addition, we consider that picking up 25% of users the for test set, $U_{test}$ is concerned with the posteriori search of $R_{answer}$ and $R_{performance}$. The more users in the test set the more probability to pick up ratings from $D_{train}$ and $D_{test}$ for $R_{answer}$ and $R_{performance}$, respectively. Thus, more test points are possible to use.

We simplify the setting above. The process we have followed in the Movielens datasets is as follows. We split the dataset into 90% user training set, $U_{train}$ and 10% user test set $U_{test}$, where users in one set are not present in the other. Then, the ratings in $U_{train}$ are split into 90% rating training set, $R_{train}$, and 10% ratings validation set $R_{validation}$. The $U_{test}$ is not split into "answer" and "performance" and it is completely used for probing the approach.

We train "Karimi" by using these settings. In addition, we train a modification of "Karimi" to take into account only 3 child nodes, denoted "Karimi 3 childs". Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the results (the mean values and tendency curves) of this experimentation for both MovieLens datasets.

On the one hand, one may observe that our approach achieves a lower error (around 1%) in less number of questions; hence we better capture the preferences of new users. Therefore, our approach still matches with the needs of active learning: short but very informative questionnaires. This is possible due to the higher accuracy of the matrix factorization based predictions. In addition, it is expected to have an asymptotic behavior in large number of questions for both Movielens datasets.

On the other hand, we highlight the non-stability of "Karimi" in Figure 5(a). Karimi splits parent nodes into 6 child nodes per level; hence the Movielens 1M dataset has not enough users and ratings in deeper nodes of the tree, and thus it causes this dysfunction. The Karimi "3 childs" implementation enhances this issue by aggregating users into 3 child nodes ("like", "dislike" and "unknown"). However, our approach overcomes both approaches above. Highlight that the Karimi modification and our approach show close results. In fact, the difference is too small to be perceived in Figure 5(b). In addition, one may observe an increase of the error after 6 questions due to the smaller number of users and, again, the fast previously found informative questions.

### 5.3. Time analysis

We conclude the experimentations by comparing the time analysis within the different approaches. We use a virtual machine in the cloud with 6 cores Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 at
2.00GHz and 14 Gb RAM. The techniques are implemented using a Java multi-threading approach, which distributes the analysis inside the tree nodes. Our non supervised approach increases the time consumption of Golbandi by around 1%, which might be considered as insignificant. On the contrary, the supervised approach reduces the time consumption of Karimi by around 50% due to the reduced number of child taken into consideration.

6. Conclusion

Recommender Systems suffers from new user cold-start. This issue is more acute in collaborative filtering techniques since they only rely on users’ ratings to generate recommendations. In order to learn the (new) users’ preferences, passive recommender systems wait for sporadic ratings from users. On the contrary, active learning is proposed as a data acquisition method that gathers users’ ratings by presenting a simple questionnaire to users. For instance, 'Do you like this movie?': 'Yes, I do like'; 'No, I do not like'; 'I have not seen it'. However, users are not willing to answer many questions or to rate many items. Therefore, the main goal of active learning is to create a short but efficient and informative questionnaire.

The state of the art has evolved from non personalized batch-oriented techniques (giving many questions at once and the same questions to any user) to personalized sequential-oriented questionnaires (giving questions one by one taking into account the past current users’ answers). In our point of view, the personalization of the active learning technique is crucial to better learn the new users preferences and current methods based on decision trees are interesting techniques to model questionnaires. Indeed, the personalization of decision trees allows to predict with which items the new user has been in contact, and present them to the users.

However, active learning techniques based on decision trees have not been applied to small datasets. Less number of users and ratings affect the performance of these algorithms. In addition, we consider that recent approaches do not properly consider the prediction of candidate items. On the one hand, they use very simple prediction methods to make the decision trees tractable. On the other hand, they only exploit the users’ ratings.

In this paper we proposed using two sources in the decision trees active learning technique. The main idea is to train an accurate collaborative filtering techniques with a ratings dataset to generate a prediction dataset. Both ratings and predictions dataset are used inside the decision trees. The former properly split the users’ population while building the tree. The latter enhances the seek of the best discriminative items (questions) and better predict the associated labels. We have tested this approach in non supervised decision trees and supervised decision trees techniques.

The experimentation uses two publicly available datasets: Movielens 1 million ratings and Movielens 10 million ratings. We show that our approach enhances the state of the art in terms of RMSE and the related number of questions. In fact, we find better questions and better predictions that make it quicker reduce the error. This is especially useful in small dataset contexts, where the low number of users and ratings do not allow to create big decision trees.

Finally, the approach suggested in this paper allows to alleviate the new user cold start, issue that, together with the scalability and large items/users representations, is a big challenge in the domain of recommender systems.

As a perspective, We consider that there are other resources that appear in questionnaires and may be very useful and informative in collaborative filtering active learning techniques. We especially believe that the time (new) users spent to answer a question is very significant for extracting the users’ preferences. Thus, we focus on “time-aware” recommendation techniques and decision trees to retrieve and exploit not only the users’ answers but also the users’ behavior. On the one hand, we will study new Slope-One [32] techniques to create time-aware off-line questionnaires due to their scalability and reactivity. On the other hand, other collaborative filtering techniques have already demonstrated their compatibility with timestamped preferences [33]. However, time-aware techniques tend to be timely expensive whereas active learning techniques require of fast adaptability
to the current users’ answers. As a result, the challenge is to create accurate, scalable recommendation models that evolves in real-time to cope with cold-start issues.
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